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editorial

A

Can e-Air Races help
to promote e-Aviation?

Air races used to play an important role in the early
stage of the aviation development. In 1909 the world’s
first ever air race, the Grande Semaine d’Aviation de
la Champagne, was held in France. The human nature of looking for and winning the competition in air
races has significantly propelled the development of
aeronautical knowledge and airplane designs from
the Schneider Cup,which helped create the legendary Spitfire to the Orteig Prize,which helped build up
the commercial air transportation with the first transAtlantic flight of Charles Lindbergh.
As the conventional aviation technology grew mature, air races have become from the spearheading force of aviation technology to an obsolete stunt
event, mostly seen only at Red Bull Air Race and
Reno Air Race. Red Bull terminated their Air Race in
2019, as the most and perhaps the only successful
air race event outside the traditional aviation community. Airrace 1 with conventional small aircraft had
some inner community success since 2014, but did
not reach much of the outside world.
The advent of electric aviation may just rejuvenate air
races as it used to be: the arena for testing and demonstrating the latest aviation technology while bringing excitement to the spectators. There are four air
races around the world lately either dedicated to or involved in electric aviation: Air Race E, Pulitzer Electric
Aircraft Race, Airspeeder, and World Championship
Air Race, each of which has its own characteristics.
Air Race E may be the world’s first air race or even
sports air event solely dedicated to electric aviation.
It was the brain child of Jeff Zaltman, the successful organizer of the conventional Air Race1,in 2018.
Air Race E originally proposed only fixed wing electric airplanes racing for speed in close circuit. It added eVTOL category in 2020 and plans to host the first
race with fixed wing racing planes in 2022. You can
read more about Air Race E in this issue of e Flight
Journal.
Pulitzer Electric Aircraft Race, organized by the
National Aeronautical Association (NAA) of the US,
would be a resumption of the Pulitzer air races first
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held in the early 1920s, and the winner of the race
would be awarded the Pulitzer Trophy, on display at
the Smithsonian National Air and Space Museum in
Washington, DC, at a suitable NAA awards event.
This race will be a 1000 nautical miles cross country
rally for electric aircraft and plans to be held in 2022.
Airspeeder was initiated in 2018 by Matt Pearson,
who is also the founder of Alauda racing eVTOL. Matt
intends to organize an air race with Alauda eVTOL in
close circuit so in this sense Airspeeder is similar with
Air Race E in the basic concept.
World Championship Air Race was founded by a
group of former Red Bull Air Race managerial team.
This race will use conventional aerobatic airplanes
equipped with combustion engines at the beginning
in a racing format very similar to Red Bull Air Race
and plans to add an eVTOL class in the fifth year.
With this diversification and variety of air races using
electric aircraft from close-circuit racing to long-distance multi-day cross country rally and from eVTOL
to fixed wing airplanes, the hope for the resurgence
of air races is high for several reasons: firstly, air races using electric propulsion can eliminate the noise
and emission that hurdle the conventional racing aircraft. Secondly,new type of electric aircraft in the race
such as eVTOL can draw the attention of the audience and the mass media more easily. Third, for the
electric aviation industry players such air races do
provide an opportunity for trying out and showcasing their product and technology. Indeed 17 teams
around the world have registered for Air Race E prequalification,eight of which are already qualified for
full registration.
These four electric air races have signed up several
high-profile partners such as Airbus, DHL andNAA.
How much awareness of electric aviation among the
general public and the relevant industries these electric air races can raise remains to be seen, but one
thing is for sure: they will be very thrilling and spectacular events to watch!
Xin Gou
Willi Tacke
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Electra eSTOL begins FAA Type Certification Process
The American electric short takeoff and landing (eSTOL) airplane startup Electra confirmed that it has started working directly with the FAA to certify its hybrid-electric eSTOL aircraft under Part 23 rules. The company
has been in engagement with both the FAA’s Center for
Emerging Concepts and Innovation (CECI) and its Atlanta Aircraft Certification Office since July.
The company was founded by aviation veteran and the
founder and the former CEO of Aurora Flight Science
John Longford in 2020 and is aiming to complete certification in 2026 under the 14 CFR Part 23 rules covering

multi-engine, Level 3, low-speed (less than 250 knots)
aircraft. The unnamed eSTOL design will be operated by
a single pilot and carry up to seven passengers or freight
on trips of up to around 500 miles. Electra’s goal is that it
will be able to take off and land from just 150 feet of runway.
Electra’s aircraft will feature a 150 kW turbogenerator that
powers the eight electric motors and propellers installed
along the wing, as well as recharging its batteries inflight.
The company intends to start flight testing a full-scale
technology demonstrator with two seats in 2022.

Joby Aviation Went IPO on NYSE

Ten years after the foundation, the American eVTOL pioneer and leading company Joby Aviation, successfully
went to initial public offering (IPO) on the New York Stock
Exchange on August 11th, after the merger with special
purpose acquisition company Reinvent Technology Partners. The transaction valued Joby at $4.5 billion. The IPO
6
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will add around $2 billion in cash to Joby’s balance sheet
including $1.6 billion raised from the IPO flotation. The
company said this should more than cover the projected $1.4 billion capital investment requirement to take its
S-4 eVTOL aircraft through certification and market entry.
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Airflow eSTOL’s pre-order surpassed $600 millions
The American electric short takeoff and landing (eSTOL)
airplane startup Airflow announced that the pre-order of
its two eSTOL models has surpassed 600 millions USD
from 11 operators. The largest pre-order is from Ravn
Alaska for 50 of the hybrid-electric Model 200. Airflow was
founded by former members of Airbus’s Vahana eVTOL
project team and is developing two eSTOL models both

of which could be operated by a single pilot. One version
would have eight to 10 passenger seats, a 2,000-pound
payload, 500-mile range, and the ability to land and take
off from just 200 feet of runway. A smaller model would
have a 500-pound payload, 250-mile range, and be able
to operate from a runway of only 150 feet.

DHL customer for Eviation’s electric freighter model
DHL Express announced an
order for 12 of the new Alice
eCargo version that Eviation
is developing in tandem with
its standard nine-passenger,
fixed-wing model. DHL plans
to operate the all-electric airplane for package feeder delivery services from 2024. In
cargo operations, the Alice
eCargo aircraft will operate
with a single pilot and offer a payload of 2,600 pounds
with a maximum range of up to around 500 miles. It will
need just 2,600 feet of runway to take off and 2,040 feet
to land. Alice eCargo will have a recharging time about
30 minutes per flight hour and a continuous cargo bay
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with 450 cubic feet of capacity. In July Eviation unveiled
a revised design for the Alice. It now features a T-shaped
tail and its two MagniX Magni650 electric propulsion
units have been relocated from the wingtips to the pylon
mount on the rear of the fuselage.

e Flight Journal
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Volocopter unveils four-seat eVTOL design
Volocopter unveiled VoloConnect four-seat eVTOL design with lift surfaces which have been rumored for a
while. VoloConnect is designed to work as an extension
of the two-seat VoloCity in multicopter configuration. VoloConnect is intended to connect the city and suburbs

and for intra-city air mobility while the shorter-ranged
VoloCity is mainly for inter-city air mobility use case. VoloConnect has design goals of maximum speed 250km/h,
cruising speed 180km/h, range 100km and up to 400kg
payload.

Universal Hydrogen and Deutsche Aircraft Jointly Converting
DORNIER 328 airplane to hydrogen powered
Universal
Hydrogen has begun studies with
Deutsche Aircraft
to evaluate the potential for installing its modular hydrogen capsules
in the Dornier 328
regional
airliner
currently powered
by Pratt & Whitney turboprop engines. Deutsche Aircraft and Universal Hydrogen will analyze the size and integration of the
modular capsule technology for hydrogen storage into
the aircraft structures and systems. They will also consider aircraft weight and balance, the cost of infrastructure and fuel, mission performance, and hydrogen logis-

8
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tics network design. The planned demonstrator aircraft
to be developed with Deutsche Aircraft will have a much
more powerful 1.5-MW hydrogen system. The partners
are aiming to certify hydrogen-powered aircraft under the
requirements of EASA’s CS-25 class for certifying larger
commercial airliners.
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Pipistrel and SF Express Subsidiary develop eVTOL cargo drone
Amazilia Aerospace, SF Express’ subsidiary in Munich
Germany, announced that it will partner with Pipistrel to
accelerate the development of commercial large scale
UAV operation. Amazilia Aerospace will deliver an advanced digital flight control and vehicle management
system for an innovative VTOL cargo drone designed
and manufactured by Pipistrel. SF Express is China’s

largest private logistics provider. The eVTOL cargo aircraft will lift more than 300 kg of cargo in a 2.3m³ volume space over a range of 500km. The aircraft will be
equipped with 8 vertical-lift packages each consisting of
a Pipistrel E-811 EASA Type certified powered rotor. The
prototype is scheduled to undergo flight testing in 2022.

Pre-order of Bye Aerospace’s eFlyer series reached 800
The American electric airplane
startup Bye Aerospace announced
at the EAA’s Airventure airshow that
Skye Aviation, an American aircraft
leasing company, has ordered 15
eFlyer 800 nine-seater twin-motor
electric aircraft. This latest pre-order helped raise the total pre-order
of Bye Aerospace’s three electric
airplane models to 800. George
Bye, the founder and CEO of Bye,
stated that the deposit for the two-seat eFlyer 2 is $5,000,
for the four-seat eFlyer 4 $10,000, and for the nine-seat
eFlyer 800 $25,000.
The company also updated the performance of the twoseat eFlyer 2 and the four-seat eFlyer 4. The current maximum cruising speed of the eFlyer 2 aircraft is 159 mph
(254 km/h), the endurance at economic speed is 3 hours,
and the range at economic speed is 253 miles (405 ki10
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lometers). The eFlyer 4 aircraft will be equipped with a
200-kilowatt motor, the maximum cruising speed will be
increased to 230 mph (368 km/h), and the range at economic speed will be 380 miles (608 km). eFlyer 2 prototype flew for the first time in 2018 and is currently undergoing FAA Part 23 airworthiness certifications expected
for 2022. The other two models are currently in the design stage.
2 / 2021
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Autoflight V400 Cargo eVTOL Applied for CAAC certification
The Chinese civil aviation regulator CAAC accepted the
application of Shanghai-headquartered Autoflight for the
airworthiness certification of their V400 “Albatross” cargo
eVTOL. The certification will be under large-category unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) which is defined by CAAC to
be over 25kg gross weight. This is the 3rd eVTOL model applying for CAAC’s UAV certification. Interestingly the
first two models Ehang 216 and Xpeng Huitian X2 are

both designed and intended for passenger carrying operation. V400 is pure electric, has 400kg gross weight
and 100kg payload capacity. Autoflight is founded by
electric aviation veteran Tian Yu who has designed and
produced several electric fixed wing airplanes including
E430 two-seat ultralight which obtained flight permit from
German ultralight regulation entity DULV.

EHang revealed new VT-30 eVTOL
The Chinese eVTOL company
EHang revealed its new eVTOL
design the two-seat “VT-30”,
the first in EHang’s product
that is designed for inter-city
transportation. VT-30 has compound configuration with eight
lift rotors on both sides, a pair
of fixed wings, and a propelling
propeller at the rear for cruising. VT-30 is designed to travel
a distance of up to 300km with
a designed flight time of up to
100 minutes and is designed
for air mobility solutions for inter-city travel to complement
EH216, EHang’s multicopter
eVTOL focusing on intra-city
air mobility.
12
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Chinese eVTOL Startup unveiled five-seat design

The Chinese eVTOL startup TCab Tech revealed their
fundraising situation and their five-seat eVTOL design
E20. TCab Tech was founded in Shanghai in May 2021
with a group of veterans with the background of both
conventional aviation industry and eVTOL.
TCab metaphors ‘time cab’, named with the mission to
offer affordable and time-efficient means of transportation to the general public, and above all, having everyone
enjoys the moment of flight.
The founder and CEO of the company, Yon Wui NG, was
previously Vice General Manager of Geely Terrafugia responsible for the eVTOL aircraft named TF-2A. Before
Geely Terrafugia, Yon spent 10 years with Airbus China
Engineering Center whereby one of his positions was
Head of Engineering for the engineering center.

TCab Tech secured close to 10 millions USD within one
month from their Seed and Seed+ fundraising. The Seed
investment comes from BlueRun Ventures, whereas the
Seed+ investment comes from Decent Capital. BlueRun Ventures is a pronounced venture capital which has
supported more than 150 startups since its China-based
establishment in 2005. Decent Capital was founded by
Tencent co-founder Jason Zeng, it is a leading venture
capital focusing on advanced technology, industrialized
innovation, and web-based investments.
According to the press, the eVTOL aircraft is designed to
compliance with EASA and CAAC airworthiness requirements amid EASA has published SC-VTOL while the
team is exploring certification basis for passenger-carrying eVTOL with CAAC.
The E20 has a tilt-rotor configuration. Noticing from the photos released, it has fixed
landing gear, two wing leading-edge extended struts for accommodating its stowable
two-bladed lift rotors, and a pair of distinctive
dorsa-fins on its rear tilt-nacelles.
The company says that in comparison of multicopter and compound wing (separate rotors
for lift and cruise) configuration, tilt-rotor can
achieve more effective cruise flight and thus
longer range which is very important for eVTOL constrained with current battery technology.

Sketches of early concept of E20.
14
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The E20 has seagull high wing to raise the position of the
wings so that passengers can have ingress and egress of
the cabin more safely and conveniently. The airframe will
be built with carbon fiber composite materials to achieve
lightweight with high structural strength. Also it will embed no single point of failure in the flight control design.
E20 will have a maximum payload of 450kg, five seats
(one for the pilot, four for passengers), 200kg range and
260km/h cruising speed.
According to the press, the eVTOL aircraft is designed to
compliance with EASA and CAAC airworthiness requirements amid EASA has published SC-VTOL while the
team is exploring certification basis for passenger-carrying eVTOL with CAAC. The media release also indicates
that the E20 has a wingspan equivalent to the diameter
of a small helicopter’s rotor, permitting the eVTOL aircraft
to make use of the smallest helipad infrastructures on the
existing highrises.
While there are overwhelming European and American
air taxi startups, there have been rather limited Chinese
counterparts. Majority of Chinese companies focus on
drone rather than air taxi application. With TCab Tech
breaking the ice with their fundraising, we expect to see
more Chinese advanced air mobility startups to unveil
soon. Stay tuned.

The E20 is a tilt-rotor with fixed landing gear, two stowable two-bladed lift
rotors at the wing leading-edge.

The E20 is intended for urban air mobility use. The company’s name TCab
metaphors ‘time cab’, named with the mission to offer affordable and
time-efficient means of transportation.

The E20 has seagull high wing to raise the
position of the wings so that passengers can
have ingress and egress of the cabin more
safely and conveniently.
2 / 2021
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eVTOLs ON THE IAA

Aviation meets automotive

This year Europe’slargest Automotive exhibition has not only changed
its location from the German City of Frankfurt to Munich, they also
changed their focus from a pure car show to a Mobility fair and e- Mobility is the central focus.

S

So it is not surprising that eVTOLs and air taxis are a
focus as well. Among several smaller presentationsfrom
companies, there will be a panel organized by “bavAIRia.” This company from the Bavarian state supports the
aviation industry and has organized an UAM Panelwith
titled:Urban Air Mobility (UAM) – Overlaps between Aviation and Automotive Industry,which takes place as an
online forum with in-person and remote participation on
Thursday September 9, 2021 at 1500 CET.Info at
(https://www.iaa.de/en/mobility/search?q=Urban+Air+
Mobility+%28UAM%29+%E2%80%93+Overlaps+betw
een+Aviation+and+Automotive+Industry)

Participants are:
Peter Schwarz and Sascha Lange (bavAIRia),
Prof. Holzapfel (Technical University Munich)
Willi Tacke (Flying Pages, founder e-flight-expo),
Janis Töpfer (Manager Vehicle & Subsystem Partnerships @ Urban Air Mobility Division of Hyundai Motor
Group),
Dirk Abendroth (CTO & CEO Team Gloabl Management GmbH, a tech investor and developer who holds
shares in several eVTOL companies such as Volocopter,
Archer…, ) and
Andreas Pistek (ITK, a Bosch subsidiary which is specialized in Software design and certification for automotive and aviation). 4
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eFlight Forum

5. e-flight-Forum China 2021

The leaders in eflight
together in one forum
Due to the international travel inconvenience caused by the continuing COVID19, the 5th e-flight-Forum will be held online in 2021 currently scheduled for early December this year. Following are the current program of the Forum. Please note that there may be changes
depending on the pandemic situation.

Many new projects will be unveiled, like in the past years. The World premiere at the eFlight Forum in 2020: Yang
Zhigang (COMAC) on the Group’s i-EVTOL project.

Organizational planning:

Date
Two days in the first week of December 2021

Streaming channel:
The events will be live broadcasted through multiple
stream media channels available for global audiences including Youtube, Zoom, Tecent (for Chinese audiences)

--		Bilingual simultaneous interpretation
		(English and Chinese)
--		Live streaming across multiple channels
--		Audience interaction
--		Video storage and replay

Sponsorship:

Positions for Platinum and Gold sponsorships are open now. Please contact us for
details.
willi@flying-pages.com
Xin@flying-pages.com 4
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UL EXPO IN BLOIS / FRANCE

BLOIS IS BACK –
ELECTRIC IS COMING
After one year pause the Blois Ultralight meeting is back on track. The
largest Ultralight show in Europe always takes place in Blois at the Loire
river in France. The show which after 39 years running, was paused in
2020, and for the first time was taken
over by the French Ultralight Association FFPLUM.

H

Hundreds of pilots arrived by their own UL-aircraft and after
waiting two years, the exhibitors had many things to show.
More than 8000 visitors and over 120 exhibitors came to the
show and the weather was perfect. Nearly 200 of the visitors arrived by plane to the Aerodrome of Blois-Le Breuil.
The show was three days of demonstration flights, including
a small airshow as well. All 6 classes of the FFPLUM were
present from Paramotors over weightshift trikes, fixed Wing
Aircraft, gyrokopters, UL Helicopters, and “Lighter than Air”
(motorized Balloons and Zeppelins).

18
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One of the few electric exhibitors in Blois/France:
Exomo presented the electric paramotor which is
equipped with a 15 Kw engine (+20 HP), that provides 70 Kg of thrust (photo below).
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Expo

The electric Swan propeller is powered by a Geiger electric motor (photo
left and right).

The Swan is the product of the company
Avi, and his owner Radu Berceanu. Radu
owns a larger company in Romania where
he makes all sorts of industrial composite
components for trains, aircraft, and backyard swimming pools. He’s an aeronautical engineer with more than 25 years experience in composite construction. As with
similar companies, the airplane portion of
the business is a smaller segment of the
overall enterprise although Berceanu is
very passionate about aviation.

2 / 2021
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The FFPLUM is very well connected with French policy so
the exhibition received a lot of political support. Not only
was the head of the French Civil Aviation Authority present, the head of the regional department was present, and
people from the ministry. Included in all the speeches for
the opening ceremony was the topic of reducing the carbon footprint and electric aviation was the major subject.
But despite the big words about electric aircraft in the field,
there were only a few actually present: an electric Paramotor from the company Exomo, and the Fixed wing Swan
from Romania.

20
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But in the field of propulsion systems you could find some
news. The startup company Now Power from Saint Gens
de Pouilly presented a 60 KW propulsion, which will be installed in an ultralight next month. The motor will run at
400 Volts, which is a development of the company as well
as the controller; the batterysystem comes from a supplier.
Another propulsion system with 100 KW and 400 Volts
system was presented by phenix-air-corp from Montbert.
The company which up to now was distributing 2 biplane
Seaplanes and an electric racing car, stated that it has de-
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veloped the motor, the motor controller, the battery management system (BMS), and battery on its own - and the
first aircraft should fly next year.
Already in production is the company’s turbotech with its
new Turbine: a 120 KW turbine specialized for small aircraft with about 120 KW power. The special of this turbine is an energy recover system which – as the company
promises – will save 30 % of fuel compared with existing
small turbines. If this is true this could make the turbine
first choice for hybrid electric systems. The company also
presented at the show a prototype of a very light weight
self developed generator for the turbine. The first UL-helicopter and UL-aircraft should fly before the end of the year.
The background why French and European exhibitors still
showed mainly conventional aircraft with combustion engines is that the French Ultralight regulations have a maximum Takeoffweight (MTOW) of 525 Kg, instead of the 600
Kg in Germany, the CZ Republic and many other countries.
Due to the weight of the batteries, this does not allow twoseater UL aircraft with electric propulsion a sufficient endurance. In contrast to other years, heavier aircraft from
the LSA- and Experimental category were not allowed to
be exhibited in Blois. The organizers of the show realized
this problem and next year they will have a special area
for heavier aircraft from other classes. This will for sure increase the number of electric exhibitors in Blois. 4
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OSHKOSH 2021
WELCOME BACK!

After a year of silence, the world‘s largest air show was held again in Oshkosh, USA, from July 25 to 31. Our USA correspondent Dan Johnson was
there and reports.

W

WOW! It’s great to be back at a major airshow. I imagine every single person on that immense stretch of show grounds (way past a
mile north to south!) felt largely the same way I did. Airshow buddies.
Cool aircraft to check out. All manner of compelling gear to make
your bird better. Forums on a wide variety of topics. Terrific aerobatic acts and a constant, joyful racket of airplane noise. Oshkosh is literal aviation sensory overload and every person present is splashing around in it like a kid in a backyard pool. Here is what I detected
around e-flight projects.
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A look inside Opener‘s BlackFly; this eVTOL was
also seen in flight for the first time.
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Ultralight Electric:

WHERE ELECTRIC DRIVE ALSO WORKS

FUSION ENANO: Like the Original - only smaller

MERLIN LITE: support comes from e-power

The Fusion Nano was seen in the ultralight area. This
product is on-sale and presently uses a lightweight, higher revving Italian two-stroke engine (though the engine
manufacturer may change). Nano is a Part 103-compliant gyroplane with a modest price tag.
At the other end of the field was an electric project based
on
this
platform.
It’s clearly
early stage
but
appears an
interesting
concept
employing
dual ducted fans for
thrust. Since it isn’t done, it not worthwhile to speculate
about how it will fly or what its range may be. They aren’t
the first to try twin ducted fans. This Airbus project called
E-Fan had a similar look.

You look at the images of Merlin Lite and it clearly has a gasoline engine up front (a Polini), so why am I including it in an electric article?
Because it has a very innovative “electric assist,” I will call it. Develop Chip Erwin calls it DEP-OD, military-like nomenclature for Distributed Electric Propulsion – On Demand. These small wing motors, used
briefly to enhance a phase of flight, need only a battery you can hold in
your hand because they are not primary thrust power (though they add
a good measure to the total).
I will note that accelerating airflow over ailerons is very helpful to slow
speed flight and not a new idea. You may have seen the photos of a
modified Tecnam Twin with multiple small electric motors lined up all
along the leading edge. The idea is to accelerate airflow over the entire
wing so this aircraft could perform feats a conventional Twin could not.
By pushing air across the aileron, Merlin Lite with these small motors
buried in the wings could maintain control down to nearly zero airspeed. The small wing mounted motor accelerates air over the wing,
too, making for very, very short takeoffs. “It could cut takeoff roll by
three times,” Chip suggested.
So Merlin doesn’t use electric power for main thrust but does make effective use of electric propulsion.
As a side note, Merlin Lite definitely will be offered with battery electric for primary thrust. Combine
the wing (and possibly tail) inwing thrust units with main power
and you could have an ultralight
with up to six motors, said Chip.
Does that sound like a lot? Maybe, but Volocopter has 18 motors.
www.aeromarine-lsa.com
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eVTOLs are taking off

The Volocopter took off manned in public for the first
time in Oshkosh: Test pilot Damian Hischier demonstrating Volocopter‘s eVTOL aircraft.

On July 27, German urban air mobility (UAM) pioneer Volocopter conducted the first public manned flight of an
all-electric, vertical takeoff aircraft (eVTOL) in the United
States. The flight, part of the Experimental Aircraft Association (EAA) AirVenture 2021 in Wisconsin, is part of Volocopter‘s effort to increase public understanding of air
cabs worldwide. After all, the company says in a press release, public acceptance is critical to the long-term success of urban air mobility solutions. The manned Volocopter 2X took off at 2:45 p.m. local time for a four-minute
flight at an altitude of 50 meters and a top speed of 30
km/h over Wittman Regional Airport. The vertical takeoff and landing, but also the transition from vertical to
horizontal flight and back (transition), which is considered difficult, as well as the complete maneuverability of
the multirotor were impressively demonstrated. However, the numerous spectators could not only see the Volocopter 2X flying, but also had the opportunity to take
a seat in the VoloCity model at the Volocopter booth.
“The fact that Volocopter performed the first manned public flight of an eVTOL in the USA is a milestone for the entire industry. And a clear sign of how close we are to the
commercial launch of air cabs. While we‘re great at talking about our certification lead, low noise, or our global
partnerships, nothing speaks to our progress like a public flight in front of a large audience and the opportunity to
sit in the aircraft. Air cabs are coming, and we are working to make the dream of electric flight in cities a reality
in the next two to three years,“ said Volocopter CEO Florian Reuter, pleased with the successful demonstration.

A model of the Volocity from Volocopter invited the
numerous spectators to try it out.
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In addition to Volocopter, there was of course another
manned flight demonstration in the eVTOL sector: two single-seater BlackFly eVTOLs also took off in Oshkosh. In
contrast to Volocopter‘s multirotor concept, BlackFly producer Opener relies on a fixed-wing system. Piloting the
two BlackFly aircraft were Opener founder and CEO Marcus Leng, plant manager Eleanor Li, and Kristina Menton,
who as Director of Operations is also part of the Ontario, Canada-based company‘s executive team. “This was
a momentous day for aircraft and the future of transportation,“ said Marcus Leng. After flying more than 35,000
test miles, he said the company is pleased to have
been able to demonstrate the potential of the BlackFly.
In addition to the different propulsion or rather lift concepts
there is another glaring difference: while Volocopter is seeking certification for its aircraft and is working on pilot training
concepts, neither certification nor a pilot license is required
to operate the single-seat BlackFlys, according to Opener.
Incidentally, the verdict of two industry experts also differed after seeing demonstrations of Volocopter and
BlackFly. Both agreed that the Volocopter was better because it showed a true demonstration of vertical takeoff, transition to forward flight, maneuvering and landing.
Both also said the BlackFly demonstrations were much
less impressive. “They just bobbed along without maneuvering or transitioning to forward flight,“ was the unanimous opinion. They would like both aircraft, the expert
duo said, but the Volocopter clearly won in their eyes.
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Single-seat and also not designed for certification:
BlackFly pilots should not need certification for their
aircraft or a pilot‘s license, according to Opener.

Opinion from aviation journalist Dan Johnson? Billionaires are investing in, uh, what to call them? Drones, multicopters, eVTOLs, UASs, UAVs, Powered Lift Aircraft.... the list can literally go on and on. However, the lack of a
universally accepted generic name is, in my opinion, one
of several indications that these air cabs of tomorrow are
still a long way off. 4
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A SUMMERY OF THE

ELECTRIC AIRCRAFT SYMPOSIUM 2021
Text: Xin Gou
Image courtesy: Electric Aircraft Symposium

The Comparative Aircraft Flight
Efficiency (CAFE) Foundation
hosted the 15th Electric
Aircraft Symposium (EAS),
co-sponsored by Vertical
Flight Society (VFS), from
July 20 to July 22, 2021.

C

CAFE Foundation hosted the first EAS in the US in
2007, which was the first such event dedicated to electric aviation. In 2011, the Foundation managed NASA’s
Green Flight Challenge, which was funded by Google.
The $1.35 million USD prize was awarded to Pipistrel
USA for its winning 4-seat, electric-powered aircraft,
the Taurus G4, which flew nearly 200 miles (322 km)
non-stop on pure battery power. Ever since then electric aviation has made significant progress in technology, products, use cases, and fundraising especially in
the past few years when there have been over 300 eVTOL and dozens of electric fixed wing airplane projects
mushrooming all around the world and have attracted several billions USD investment. Electric propulsion
technology, evolving hand in hand with autonomousflight control technology, is profoundly transforming
aircraft design, business models and rulemaking policies. Before being applied to jetliners, electric propulsion is being used on aircraft designed for air taxi,
regional air travel, cargo delivery, flight training, recreationalflight and so on.
This year’s EAS was held online due to the pandemic and lasted three full days with 18 sessions covering
major subjects such as eVTOL, eSTOL, certification,
hydrogen, battery, use cases, community integration,
and so on. Willi Tacke and Xin Gou of Flying Pages
were invited to present at the “Global Overview” session in the first day.
The highlights of the presentations of 2021 EAS continue to be eVTOL, electric powertrain, certification and
use cases while eSTOL, hydrogen and electric conversion also steal the spotlight.
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Mike Hirschberg of VFS said in his presentation that
according to VFS’ database there are currently over 350
eVTOL concepts among which 43 have built demonstrators, 12 have flown prototypes and at least 3 are in serial
production (Ehang, Kitty Hawk and Opener). He laid out
a list of reasons for the fast development of electric aviation technologies in general including advancement in
relevant technologies such as digitalization and batteries. He made an interesting “rule of thumb” of eVTOL development in his presentation: it takes $1 billion dollars,
1000 employees and 10 years to get an eVTOL from concept to certification.
Lee Human of AeroTEC presented the electric conversion of Cessna 208 with MagniX and Harbor Air. They intend to apply for FAA Part 23 STC for the electrified Cessna 208 to operate in short-hop commuting routes.

Mike Hirschberg of VFS laid out a list of reasons for the
fast development of electric aviation technologies in
general.
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Mike Hirschberg of VFS
made an interesting
“rule of thumb” of
eVTOL development
in his presentation: it
takes $1 billion dollars,
1000 employees, and
10 years to get an
eVTOL from concept to
certification.

Kevin Noertker of Ampaire introduced hybrid electric
demonstrator converted from Cessna 337 which have
begun test flight in Hawaii and England.
Glen Dromgoole of Tier One Engineering introduced
their efforts in converting R44 conventional helicopter
into electric powered. Despite the common sense that
an electric converted helicopter combines the disadvantages of both conventional helicopter (complex rotor system) and electric propulsion system (short duration),
Glen gives his reasoning for the benefits of such conversion.
Katerina Barilov of Jump Aero explained why they believe that first responder use could be most promising
launch market for eVTOL. Jump Aero, which is co-founded by Carl Dietrich the founder of Terrafugia flying car,
is designing a single-seat eVTOL with an emphasis on
speed to transport an EMS personnel for on-site medical care rather than focusing on transporting the patient
to the hospital. Volocopter and ADAC Flugrettung have
jointly carried out research and actual flight test for similar use case of Volocopter’s two-seat eVTOL.
Shawn Braiden of Harbour Air presented the latest development of their electric-powered Beaver jointly developed with MagniX and H55. They have been consistently test flying the prototype and plan to obtain the
electric conversion STC by early 2023. The longest flight
time they have logged is about 30 minutes, which Shawn
claimed is long enough to be commercial viable in many
short-hop routes that several Canadian seaplane commuter operators are currently operating.
2 / 2021

Lee Human of AeroTEC presented the electric conversion of Cessna
208 with MagniX and Harbor Air. They intend to apply for FAA Part 23
STC for the electrified Cessna 208 to operate in short-hop commuting
routes.

Kevin Noertker of Ampaireintroduced hybrid electric demonstrator
converted from Cessna 337 which have begun test flight in Hawaii
and England.
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Certification is certainly a prerequisite of any commercial application of aircraft designs and one of the focus of the discussion.
Lowell Foster of the general aviation manufacturer association
(GAMA)presented the status, challenges and possible pathways
of the certification for electric aircraft. It is noteworthy that commercial operation of electric aircraft requires a full stack of regulations not only aircraft airworthiness certification but also operation standards and pilot training standards.

Glen Dromgoole of Tier One Engineering introduced their
efforts in converting R44 conventional helicopter into electric powered.

George Bye of Bye Aerospace addressed the potential market size for electric training airplanes and the operational
benefits.

Fredrik Kämpfe of the Swedish Aviation Industry Group introduced the Swedish electric aviation incentives and market development. The Swedish government provides strong
support by many means for electric aviation development in
the country.

Electric aircraft means, of course, powertrain propelled by electricity so electric propulsion is another important subject in the
discussion. All major aviation engines manufacturers have participated in the research and development and even test flight of
electric propulsion system including Rolls Royce, GE, and Safran. In this symposium Olaf Otto of Rolls-Royce Electrical presented the various electric aircraft projects that Rolls Royce is
working on including P-Volt commuter aircraft jointly developed
with Tecnam and Rotax.
Let’s hope that the EAS in the next year could be held on-site as
planned at the usual venue of Oshkosh, Wisconsin of the US. It
will be a wonderful combination of technical discussion and the
airshow!

Shawn Braiden of Harbour Air presented the latest development of their electric-powered Beaver jointly developed
with MagniX and H55. They plan to obtain the electric conversion STC by early 2023.

Lowell Foster of
the general aviation
manufacturer association (GAMA) presented the status,
challenges and possible pathways of
the certification for
electric aircraft.
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Marc Ausman of Airflow argued for the advantages of electric short takeoff and landing (eSTOL) airplane over eVTOL.
Airflow is developing an eSTOL airplane with distributed
electric propulsion (DEP) and has signed an intentional order of 50 eSTOL airplanes with the US operator Ravn Alaska this June.

Dave Merrill of Elroy Airintroduced “Chaparral” eVTOL cargo drone with automatic cargo pod attaching and release
capability.

Kyle Clark of BETA Technologies presented Alia 250 eVTOL
which has been flying in fixed wing configuration since last
year. With 3.2-tonmaximum takeoff weight it is one of the
largest eVTOL flying as of today.

Dan Wolf of Cape Air introduced the regional airliner’s electric aviation vision and planning. Cape Air is the largest
commuter airliner in the US with over 100 airplanes in operation. Cape Air is the launch customer of Tecnam P2012
twin commuter airplane which Tecnam is currently developing a hybrid electric powered prototype with Rotax and
Rolls-Royce Electrical.

Joseph Oldham of Sustainable Aviation Project in California
shared the experiences of flying and operating four
Pipistrel Electric Alpha airplanes.

Olaf Otto of Rolls-Royce Electrical presented the various
electric aircraft projects that Rolls Royce is working on.
						
4
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BREEZER ZEROE
FUEL CELL ULTRALIGHT
NO CO2,
NO NOX,
NO NOISE
Hydrogen as an energy source is a tempting
prospect. Not an utopia, but realizable. Hydrogen
is an inexhaustible fuel. For aircraft this means it
only leaves water behind as exhaust gas, i.e. no
CO2, no NOx, no noise. The German manufacturer Breezer Aircraft and APUS Zero Emission
have big plans to develop a whole series of fuel
cell aircraft, from a 4-seat twin called i2 up to a
4-motor HY-commuter.

Text: Willi Tacke, Werner Pfändler, Fotos: Breezer Aircraft
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Before Dirk Ketelsen got into aircraft construction with
the production of the Breezer, he already had a company
that - despite the success of the Breezer series - still has
a greater cash flow than Breezer Aircraft GmbH. With his
company Dirkshof, Ketelsen builds wind farms and operates the largest community wind farm in Germany. It
goes without saying that the focus was also on operating
its aircraft with renewable energies. An electric Breezer
was needed.
Just installing an electric motor and batteries in a Breezer
is not enough, Ketelsen says and explains: “Because one
problem, as I know from my experience with wind farms,
is the storage of renewable electrical energy.” Transporting the power grid and somehow storing it does not
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work. Today’s power grid can often not even transport
the currently produced wind energy. “We must repeatedly switch off individual windmills in our parks because
the electricity cannot be used directly. For this reason,
we have been working on a concept for some time to
use hydrogen as an energy store.” Ketelsen says. A pilot plant with an electrolyzer is currently being built at one
of the wind farms with the state funding. The excessive
and non-transportable energy is used to produce hydrogen. The hydrogen can be stored in tanks and, if necessary, transported to the consumer by tanker, for example to the airfield. Only the e-planes with fuel cells are
still missing.
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E-BREEZER WITH FUEL CELL
DIMENSIONS

Ketelsen wants to counteract this - with far-sighted planning, as he has done in all of his endeavors. The Breezer
Aircraft plant in Bredstedt is now being expanded. An additional production facility and a competence center are
being built there, in which the engineers are also working
on the development of alternative propulsion systems for
the aircraft from Breezer Aircraft GmbH, preferably on
propulsion systems with hydrogen and fuel cells. This
sounds good. Not only in terms of the logistical management of electrical energy, but also specifically and directly for aviation: By using a fuel cell, an aircraft can fly 100
percent emission-free. That means no CO2, no NOx, no
noise. However, when the Breezer Sport becomes certified as an e-Breezer with fuel cell and will be available
on the market,has not been clarified at this time. However, what is certain is that the 600 kg UL will be one of
the smallest hydrogen aircraft and, thanks to the hydrogen range extender, will have a range of around 300 km.
That is around twice as much as the e-Breezer prototype,
which draws its energy exclusively from batteries.
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Wingspan
Basic model
Wingspan
Length
Range
Vreise 1
MTOW
e-motor
Fuel cell
Fuel
Tank
Battery
Certification

7.76 m
Breezer Sport
7.76 m
6.92 m
330 km
50 km/h
600 kg
90 kW
40 kW
hydrogen H2
approx. 3,5 kg H2
60 kW
open

Breezer Aircraft
Sönke-Nissen-Koog 58
25821 Reußenköge,
Germany
P:+49 (0) 4671 79 79 120
info@breezeraircraft.de
www.breezeraircraft.de

WHAT IS HYDROGEN?
Hydrogen (H2) is a chemical element. It’s the lightest element we know. It is most common in the universe, mainly in the form of water on Earth. As is well known, water
is H2O = hydrogen (H2) + oxygen (O). To be more precise, H and H2: The atomic hydrogen H (an atom consisting of a proton and an electron) does not occur on
earth, only molecular hydrogen (H2, a molecule made up
of 2 hydrogen atoms). H2 is an easily flammable, colorless and odorless gas.
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APUS sees Fuel cell technology between batteries and synthetic fuels.

ELECTROLYSIS FOR H2 PRODUCTION

WHAT IS A FUEL CELL?

Water electrolysis is the decomposition of water into hydrogen and oxygen with the help of an electrical current.
The hydrogen produced in this process can be stored in
gas tanks and, if required, converted into electrical energy in a fuel cell.

The fuel cell is a galvanic cell for the spontaneous conversion of chemical into electrical energy. This means
that hydrogen (H2) and atmospheric oxygen (O) react to
form water (H2O). The process generates heat and electrical energy, which can be used to drive an electric motor, for example. Only water remains as “exhaust gas”.

The ZeroE-Explorer is the plane after the i2 Twin.
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HISTORY OF THE FUEL CELL
As early as 1875, Jules Verne wrote in his book “The Mysterious Island” about the fuel cell: “Water is the coal of
the future. Tomorrow’s energy is water that has been broken down by electricity. The thus decomposed elements
of water, hydrogen and oxygen will secure the energy
supply of the earth for the foreseeable future.” However, Verne’s vision of the invention known as the “galvanic
gas battery” in 1838 was initially forgotten because Werner von Siemens invented the dynamo machine in 1867
that supplied electricity in a simpler way.
It was not until the 1950s that the idea of the fuel cell was
taken up again because space travel required compact

and powerful energy sources. The fuel cell was used for
the first time on board a satellite and for the Gemini and
Apollo space capsules from 1963. In 1959 the first prototype of a tractor was presented, the electric motor of
which was supplied with electrical energy from a fuel cell.
In 2009, on July 25th, on the 100th anniversary of Louis Blériot’s first English Channel flight, the French powered trike manufacturer and pilot Gérard Thevenot (LaMouette, Dijon) flew with an in-house electric powered
trike and a fuel cell developed by himself, as well as a 1
kg H2 tank across the English Channel - without a backup battery. 4

Plan for an e-Commuter based on the I-5.
2 / 2021
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Text: Werner Pfändler, Fotos: Breezer Aircraft

ELEKTRA TRAINER

Hydrogenas an energy source is a tempting prospect. Not a utopia, but
realizable. Hydrogen is an inexhaustible fuel. For aircraft this means
it only leaves water behind as exhaust gas, i.e. no CO2, no NOx, no
noise.

UL training aircraft with electric motor

After Pipistrel launched the first fully electric training aircraft in series
production with its Velis last year, the German company Elektra Solar
GmbH, a spin-off from DLR (Deutsche Luftund Raumfahrt), Institute
for Robotics and Mechatronics, now wants a e-trainer in the UL class
to follow suit. The E-flight Journal gives an insight into the interesting
project.

T

The take-off mass of the two two-seat aircraft (Velis and
Elektra Trainer) is identical. But while the high-decker from Slovenia is approved as a CS-LSA, the Elektra
Trainer will be the first two-seater UL to fly at the DULV.
Another major difference: While the Velis has a flight time
of only approximately 45 minutes, the Elektra Trainer
should be able to stay in the air for more than two hours
during training.

It all began when Calin Gologan visited the FreeFlight
trade show for hang gliders and paragliders in Garmisch/Germany at the end of the 2000s. There was a
trike in one corner that had been upgraded to a UL with
a small 12 kW electric motor from Geiger. “So I thought
to myself, if such a motor can keep such a trike in the
air for 20 minutes, then you also have to be able to drive

The Elektra Trainer (photo
above) is still only in the air as
a computer drawing, but Calin
Gologan (right, in the photo
above) and Konstantin Kondak
have already taken their seats
in the mock-up to try it out.
The first fuselage shells have
already been assembled and
the first flight is planned for
2021. This is realistic because
many parts are identical to the
Elektra Two Solar (photo right)
which has been flying for more
than a year.
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1
1. The long and pointed snout is the trademark of Elektra airplanes.
2. The Elektra Two Solar has been flying in the Swiss Solar Stratos
project for more than a year.
3. The fuselage forms are already ready in Landsberg am Lech and the
first orders for the plane have already been received.
4. 10 battery packs - each with its own battery controller - with a total
of 35 kWH should give the training aircraft a flight time of over 2 hours.
Thanks to the low discharge rate, both the batteries and the engine are
air-cooled.
5. The wing and tail unit of the Elektra Trainer are identical in size and
profile to the Elektra One Solar.

4

2

5
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The Elektra One (photo above) has been flying in different versions for more than six years. In September
2021 it should receive the UL approval from the DULV. The E-6 is the project of a fully electric six-seat commuter aircraft that Elektra Solar is developing together with Skylax (photo above, right side).
an aerodynamically much better three-axle UL on purely electric basis,” Gologan recalls. The idea for the Elektra Solar was born.
Years earlier, Calin Gologan had developed and produced the Pretty Flight, a two-seater training aircraft. And
so he went back to work and developed his first electric single-seater: The Elektra One Solar. Successful flight
test and record flights were followed by further developments such as: the Elektra Two Solar, a tandem two-seater which, in a special version as the Solar Stratos, which
was supposed to fly to the edge of the stratosphere. At
the same time, unmanned research aircraft were developed and, together with several partners, the Scylax
company is working on a ten-seat, fully electric commuter aircraft called the E-10.

IDENTICAL BASIC PRINCIPLE
Now, with the Elektra Trainer, the first fully electric UL is
to go into series production. Naturally, the machine looks
very similar to its sister models, as many parts for the
Elektra Trainer were taken over from the Elektra One Solar and of course both aircraft are based on the same
basic principle. “The wings and tail unit are identical in
size and profile,” says Gologan, “Of course, the structure
has only been reinforced for the 600 kg take-off weight.”
And there are other design features that all models from
the Elektra Solar have in common: “The machines are all
aerodynamically optimized and are built around the electric motor and the crew.” Gologan explains.

DRIVE FROM GEIGER ENGINEERING
The motor of the Elektra Trainer comes - as with all Elektra solar aircraft - from Geiger Engineering which also
produces electrical supplies and motors for powered
38
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trikes and paragliders. The blue, disk-shaped motors
have 12, 16 or 20 kW and can be coupled to two-disk
double motors with 32 or 50 kW continuous output. While
the 32 kW unit is used in the Elektra One Solar, the trainer
uses the most powerful motor of the series, the HPD 50D
which provides a continuous output of 50 kW at 2600
rpm and can even offer a peak output of 70 kW for a short
time.”The double motor has the advantage of additional
redundancy,” Dr. Konstanin Kondak explains, who is responsible for the drive train and electronics at Elektra Solar, “The two motors are powered and controlled completely independently of each other. Ten battery packs in
two strings, each with five packs, supply one motor each
via their own controller. The two motors sit on one shaft
and are connected to one another by a coupling. If an engine fails, the pilot still has 50 percent of the power available.” Since the trainer only needs about 12 kW of power
for the cruise, the machine can not only fly but also climb
with just one motor. Additional security is provided by numerous monitoring and safety functions that are built into
the motor controller and the BMS (Battery Management
System). Each battery pack has an independent BMS. All
BMS are connected to each other and to the motor controller via a secure communication bus. In a critical situation, the corresponding battery pack and / or motor controller is completely switched off.

TOTAL FLIGHT TIME OVER TWO HOURS
“The ten battery packs together have an output of 35
kW/h,” explains the designer Calin Gologan. Theoretically, the machine could stay in the air for more than
three hours in pure cruising flight. “But since more power is naturally required at take-off and in climbing, and of
course we also have to have energy reserves, the total
flight time of the trainer is slightly more than two hours,”
2 / 2021
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1) The shapes for the reinforced spar in the wing of the Elektra Trainer.
2) An optionallypiloted drone project called high-altitude research aircraft is
on the move.
3) A version with a nose wheel landing gear is planned for conventional
flight schools.
4) The shape for the seat shell. Everything on this electric airplane has to be
ultralight.
2 / 2021
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Calin Gologon explains his “recipe”: ultralight
and aerodynamic. This is how the Elektra Tainer
manages its low power consumption.

Kondak says, “Of course, these are only calculated values because the first prototype is just being assembled.
But based on the experience and measured values that
we have collected with Elektra One and Elektra Two Solar, we can estimate the flight performance very well. The
area is well known and we reckon with a glide ratio of
over 26 “.
“For us, the low weight and high aerodynamic efficiency are essential for an electric aircraft,” says
Gologan,“Because that means low energy consumption
in flight. This in turn has an impact on the entire design
of the aircraft. “A high consumption of around 20 to 25
kW in connection with a relatively small battery pack of
perhaps 25 kWh, such as that in some of the electric aircraft based on series ULs, leads to a relatively high load
on the batteries in flight, which reduces their service life
and also makes liquid cooling necessary, which in turn
increases the weight and complexity,” says the designer,
explaining his special approach. With the Elektra Trainer,
with its low consumption of 12 kW in cruise flight and a
battery capacity of 35 kW / H (discharge current = 0.34
C), the motor and battery would be content with air cooling, Gologan says happily.
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LOW VOLTAGE
Another point where Elektra Solar and Geiger’s approach
to the UL class differs from other electric two-seaters is
the voltage of the system. Elektra Solar works entirely
with a 60-volt system. This means that the necessary cable diameters are significantly larger than with a 350-400volt system such as Rolls-Royce (formerly Siemens) or
Pipistrel, but the regulatory hurdles are again significantly lower and handling is easier because 60 volts is not life
threatening.

FAST APPROVAL
Gologan already has experience with the approval of
electric aircraft with the DULV, becausethe Elektra One
single-seater has already been in the approval process
for several years. “All tests and documentation are done;
we expect the DULV type certification to be granted in
September 2021” saysGologan confidently. “Since many
parts of the trainer - from the wings to the drive system to
the instrumentation - are identical or at least structurally
identical, we believe that the Elektra trainer will be ready
this autumn and will fly with temporary approval and will
obtain the approval as an UL training aircraft in the first
2 / 2021
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The schematic structure of the Elektra
Trainer, here using the
nose wheel version as
an example.
half of 2022. “There will be different versions for use as
a training aircraft. In addition to the one that is similar
to a motor glider and is particularly efficientwith retractable unicycle undercarriage and support wheels, there
will also be a conventional and a nose wheel version. The
interest - especially in Germany and above all
in clubs that also have glider operations - has increased
significantly in recent months. Because with its good gliding properties, the machine is ideal for gliding training.
Of course, this also applies to clubs that are harassed
by noise-sensitive residents - but almost all of them are.
Actually Gologanhas already been working on the next
project, an electric tow plane. “The machine will bring a
single-seat glider to 500 meters in 3 minutes with a climb
of 2.5 meters per second”, Gologan explains hisdesign
goal, “We think that we use around 2.5 kW / h per tow
and thus be able to do at least ten tows in a row. “

FAVORABLE OPERATING COSTS
With a background noise of less than 55 dBA, this will
certainly be of interest to many clubswhich often already
have the solar cells on their hangar roofs to charge the
aircraft.If you consider this fact and the resulting low electricity price, the rather high price of just under 200,000 euros for such an UL is put into perspective. In addition, the
operating costs of the drive would be almost five times
cheaper than those of a comparable UL with a combustion engine due to the lower maintenance requirements
and manageable energy costs. Gologan calculates: “10
euros instead of 50 euros per hour. For a flight school
that flies up to 700 hours a year, that makes 28,000 euros
per year. In 10 years that will be 280,000 euros. One must
also consider that the climate targets will increase fuel
costs by at least 20% in less than 4 years. This makes the
economic advantages of electric flight even clearer”.The
assembly / disassembly of the wings and tail units is optimized by special devices so that the aircraft can be assembled from the trailer in less than 30 minutes by just
one person. The low noise in the cabin also increases
the fun of the flight, because flying without headphones
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is possible.In plain language: For a club airplane that is
used intensively, the purchase of a fully electric UL pays
off after less than a year - apart from the image gain for
the residents. All in all, this is a very promising approach
in the UL class. The futurewill show whether the Elektra
trainer can keep what the designer promises. 4

ELEKTRA TRAINER
DIMENSIONS

Empty weight
Max. take-off weight (MTOW)
Payload:
Wingspan
Seats
Noise level
Certification:

400 kg
600 kg
200 kg
13.5 m
2
below 55 dB
LTF-UL-2020

PERFORMANCE

V cruise
120 km/h
Stall speed (with flaps)
82 km/h
Stall speed (without flaps)
91 km/h
MV max
180 km/h
VNE
205 km/h
Maximum rate of climb
3 m/s
Consumption at V cruise
12 kW
Engine:
HPD 50D
Maximum continuos power
50 kW
Propeller:
3 blades Electric variable pitch 1.75 m
Takeoff distance
200 m
Landing distance
200 m
Maximum flight time
approx. 2.5 hours
Maximum range
300 km
Best glide ratio
28
PRICE

Price *:

less 200.000 Euro
*incl batteries, rescue system,
400 volt charger and trailer

KONTAKT :
ELEKTRA SOLAR GmbH
Am Penzinger Feld 15
86899 Landsberg am Lech
GERMANY
email: calin.gologan@elektra-uas.de
www.elektra-solar.com
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Road to AERO 2022
N#2 Rotax

AERO
Friedrichshafen
has
launched a new virtual format:
AERO Community News. It is intended to offer companies from
the light aviation industry the opportunity to present themselves
and their new developments to

U

Under normal circumstances, the annual AERO in Friedrichshafen forms the stage for aircraft premieres and
is the undisputed marketplace for innovations. But two
years of absence from AERO have resulted in a serious
decline in communication between the aviation world
and manufacturers. The half-hourly community news is
intended on the one hand as a place for producers to
present themselves and on the other hand as a place for
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the potential Friedrichshafen
trade fair audience. After the format itself was pre-defined and
explained in the first edition of
Community News, Part 2 of Community News is about the engine
supplier Rotax.
communication and journalistic processing of this promotion. Because the moderator - like at AERO - will ask
questions that the respective company sometimes did
not expect. This type of feedback is also important if a
manufacturer is successful in the market with its product
developments.
It comes as no surprise that the Austrian engine specialist Rotax was the first manufacturer from the industry to
2 / 2021
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FUEL CELL TECHNOLOGY

Impressions from the design office “APUS i-2”

Fuselage design including wing tanks and emergency tank
Cockpit interior

EPU-nacelle on the wing

Wing design including hydrogen pressure tanks

Q1 2021

be a topic and partner in the Community News Part 2.
After all, the engines from Austria are an integral part of
the majority of the aircraft that are presented on a normal
AERO. Visiting the Rotax stand is practically a mandatory task of every trade fair visitor every year. For Rotax, the
head of the aviation division of BRP-Rotax, Marc Becker, went into a virtual ring, as the moderator and “trade
fair visitor”, Willi Tacke from the Flying Pages publishing
house, to which FLÜGEL - the magazine belongs, also
participated. Marc Becker announced three main topics:
1. The anniversary “100 years of Rotax”,
2. The “End of two-stroke production” and
3. The “Virtual Product Configurator”.
And as well information on the path the leading manufacturer of aviation combustion engines will take in the electrification of general aviation. At the moment,Rotax is in
the development of a Hybrid concept together withTecnam and Rolls- Royce. In the following months “AERO
community news” will give the manufacturers the opportunity to demonstrate their news inlivestreamed on2 / 2021

confidential // APUS - Zero Emission
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The new virtual series will feature partners and exhibitors
discussing the latest industry trends and topics (photo
top left);
In News Nr. 1 Tobias Brezel and Roland Bosch of AERO
explained how the “News: on the Road to AERO 2022”
works (photo top right).
News Nr. 2 Marc Becker of BRP Rotax gave an overview
on Rotax plans and the new digital services (photos
middle right and left).
E-flight-expo head Willi Tacke introduces news from the
world of e-flight and eVTOL (photo bottom left).
Coming soon: Community news on fuel cell and
hydrogen technology (photo bottom right).

line media conferences, and the visitors of AERO can see
what would have been presented at AERO 2021 and will
now be presented at Aero 2022 in Friedrichshafen.
You find the recorded and the livestreams directly on the
homepage of the AERO Friedrichshafen(www.aero-expo.
com) and all content concerning electric aviation also on
the e-flight-Journal YouTubechannel (https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCtbGkBIK2_fJFF11hg5RISg).
In the following months theywill announce some exclusive highlights, so please stay tuned. 4
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AirraceE

GET READY…
…set, go! It could soon be the name of the Air RaceE”As Jeff Zaltman, the successful organizer of the Air Race 1 series, presented his
plans in 2018 for an air race with electric powered aircraft, few then
believed in this idea, because air races are more retro events than
pioneers of new technologies. But as of today, 17 teams around the
world have registered with intention to race and eight teams are already qualified and completed registration. Here, we present the racing series itself and the race planned in Germany.

A

Airraces have not been very popular in Europe and especially in Germany in the last few decades. The Red Bull
spectacle, which delighted aviation enthusiasts all over
the world from 2003 to 2019, is an exception, which indeed confirms the exception to the rule. With the closure
of the Red Bull Air Race, however, the sky had darkened
for air races. Attempts by various organizers to build on
the success of the Red Bull Air Race have so far failed.
With the advent of electric propulsion, the idea of air races was given a fresh impetus in Europe as well. Even
in Germany, where after the tragic airshow disaster in

The model of the first e-Airracer, which was shown in
Dubai a year ago, was still a mockup (photo at the top).
There are now 17 teams working on electric racing
planes - mostly with Emraxmotor such as the „Team
Norway“ in the picture to the left.
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The Cassut 3 MM of Team Hangar 1 has composite
wings that has been optimized for the races (photo at
the top).

Ramstein, all air sports events in which several aircraft
are in the air at the same time are viewed very critically,
and teams are preparing to take part in air races again.
Several racing series with electric planes are currently
being planned. The most advanced is Jeff Zaltman’s Air
RaceE project. Planning for the new racing series, which
is based on Air Race 1, a successful series for racing airplanes powered by conventional internal combustion engines, began in 2018.

17 TEAMS FROM THE AROUND THE WORLD
The underlying idea behind all current projects is that
in air racing, given the still low energy density of batteries, and the development of particularly powerful and efficient drives in connection with aircraft that are adapted to them is of elementary importance. The knowledge
gained in this way would also enable advances in “civil”
e-aircraft development, which would be in the public interest and thus socially acceptable. “It is our motivation
to participate in airplane races like the Air RaceE to participate successfully”, says Adrian Schmer, “But the main
reason why we got on with my company Hangar 1 is another one: As an approved aviation maintenance organization, we believe in the modernization of existing aircraft. For example, we have made a name for ourselves
by converting and certifying older aircraft with modern
digital instruments. We also believe in electrification in
aviation and are convinced that existing aircraft can also
be retrofitted with efficient electric drives.
These drives, including the batteries, are of course not
off the shelf. They would first have to be developed and
approved and then fitted into the respective aircraft. Here
we see a niche in the market in which we wanted to establish ourselves,” says Schmer. As a test case for the integration idea, the Hangar 1 team did not simply equip a
normal Cassut 3 race plane which is equipped with a Lycoming engine in the Air Race1, with an electric motor,
but rather modified the machine extensively. “Our racing plane is a Cassut 3 MM,” explains Adrian, “The MM
stands for Mühlenkamps Modifications. These are the
changes that the German builder made with the kit aircraft. “The fuselage is narrower and the fabric covered
wings have been replaced with carbon fiber with a wing
profile specially optimized for the desired speed.
2 / 2021

The Cassut 3 MM of Team Hangar 1 has composite wings that has
been optimized for the races.

The engine mount is matched to the Emrax 228 motor.
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The pictures on the Nordic team’s website still show conventional racers. But the first e-Racer will soon take
off in Norway.

An Emrax 228 serves as the electric drive which has been
“tuned” to 750-800 volts. The high voltage enables the
use of thinner and therefore lighter cables. The control
unit for the motor is developed by the Fraunhofer Institute and the battery system comes from Akku Mäser, an
Austrian specialist supplier that is already in the Formula E automotive race has gained competition experience.
The airplane will initially fly with the original conventional
engine this autumn before the electric drive unit is fitted
and soil tests will take place on the test bench in spring
2022. The E-Airracer should take off from Hangar 1 by
the end of 2022 at the latest. Some of the other teams
even want to fly this year, for example the Nordic team
around Thomas Bördrskift who should be known to eflight enthusiasts for their e-amphibious Equator.
In addition to the work that the racing teams have to do,
there is still a lot to do for Jeff Zaltman and his company Air Race Events DMCC. Because not only do other
teams and sponsors have to be acquired, but communication between the teams also needs to be improved.
Furthermore, you have to find out about the final rules
for the race.

THREE CLASSES INCLUDING AN EVTOL CLASS
Even before the first Air RaceE will have even taken
place, Zaltman is already thinking about three different
racing classes. Whether such a split is really necessary,
however, remains questionable, especially since, analogous to the Airrace1, a uniform electric drive will be required for all participants. However, this standard electric
drive does not yet exist.
Although such an electric drive is to be developed together with the University of Nottingham, each team is
currently working on its own drive. In order to really promote technological development in the sense of “greener” flying, you should perhaps only specify the maximum
power, possibly the battery capacity, a maximum weight
and of course the safety, i.e. the load capacity of the aircraft. The most efficient designs would then be in the runThe Norwegian Cassut is an original design and so
far without major modifications. But she’s supposed
to fly this year with the eMotor, also an Emrax

While the Red Bull Air Race “only” flew against the clock,
the Airrace1 pilots compete directly against each other:
“Racing wingtip to wingtip” - four aircraft in direct race
around a pylon course at speeds of up to 450 km / h. Jeff
is convinced that such a format with electric aircraft could
also be implemented in Europe and even in Germany.
“The risk of a collision for the spectators is extremely low
due to the distance, the low mass, the energy and the
performance of the aircraft,” he explains with confidence.
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The Swiss team “Pie Aeronefs” is developing a completely new aircraft (photo on top).
Their all-electric UR-1 aircraft project received its approval from the EAS association (Experimental Aviation of Switzerland). (photo left)

ning push through. After all, efficiency is the key issue for
electric (aircraft) drives. With an E-Airrace, this means:
If you use too much energy, you run out of juice prematurely and have to land. It will be even more difficult with
the planned “Open Class” in which an output of up to
150 kW is permitted and there are no requirements or restrictions in terms of motor building. In addition, with this
broad framework, it will hardly be possible to compare
the performance of the designers and the pilots with one
another. And in order to attract investors who are currently spending a lot of money in the eVTOL and air taxi
sector, there should also be a “vertical class”. However,
apart from the basic idea that this class should exist, no
details have yet been announced.
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The future will decide whether the Air RaceE project will
succeed in proving its relevance for the further development of green technology. Otherwise, many will surely
only seen as another ego playground for a few, which
does not bring anything to the general public - except
maybe a little entertainment and questionable thrills - despite the electric drive’s high energy consumption. Because only with proof of the real technological relevance
of such air races, you will also be able to convince politicians whose approval you need for the necessary permits and win the industry to finance it. The progress of
the Air RaceE project will be able to be followed at the eflight-expo as part of the next AERO in Germany. By then
some electric racing airplanes will certainly have been
in the air. And of course we will continue to report on
it in the eFlight Journal magazine (https://www.e-flightjournal.com ) and its YouTube Channel (https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCtbGkBIK2_fJFF11hg5RISg).
www. airraceE.com
www.racing-hangar1.com
www://nordicairracing.com 4
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EVTOL INDUSTRY WATCH

IPO, Pre-order and
new design trend

Vertical Aerospace received a total of 1000 VA-X4 five-seat
eVTOL pre-order worth of 1 billion USD from American Airline,
Virgin Atlantic and Avolon, the largest pre-order of any type of
electric aircraft so far. Image credit: Vertical Aerospace.

As the most dynamic and promising
application of electric propulsion,
eVTOLis spearheading electric
aviation and thus its development
can probably be regarded the wind

A

MANY INITIAL PUBLIC OFFERING
Aviation is expensive, especially for new designs using
new propulsion system waiting for being certified. As
the old saying goes “if you want to have a million dollars out of an aviation project, you just invest in ten million dollars in the first place.”It is a widely recognized
cost estimate that an eVTOL model would have a good
chance to obtain the type certificate and set up the assembly lines ready for mass production with capital investment in the ballpark of one billion USD.
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vane of the electric aviation in many
senses including investment, technologyand certification. Here are
some important and latest development in eVTOL industry.
Though the need for capital is higher for eVTOL than any
other general aviation aircraft models, there is also new
means to raise the enormous capital. Now many eVTOL
projects are seeking going public through initial public
offering (IPO) in the stock market to raise capital. Meanwhile the aggressive quantitative easing monetary policy
in many countries during the pandemic generate plenty liquidity in the capital market. As a result, lots of capital are hunting for promising projects to invest in. In fact,
the capital market is so eager that IPOs through a special
2 / 2021
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Volocopter’s new three/four-seat design named VoloConnect is a hybrid configuration using ducted fan for cruise
propulsion targeting to serve the intercity market.

purpose acquisition company (SPAC) have increased
dramatically in the past two years becoming the dominate means of IPO in the US stock market. In a simple
way SPAC is a fast-tracked IPO approach without most
of the usual road show, due diligence, pricing and filing procedures. There is no any regulatory requirement
such as revenue and production for a company going
IPO through SPAC. A company could complete IPO in as
short as several months.
The Chinese eVTOL company Ehang became the first
eVTOL and electric aircraft company going IPO in December 2019 through normal listing procedure. Now
there are several eVTOL companies taking the quick-

er and simpler SPAC approach to the IPO. The leading
eVTOL company Joby Aviation became the first eVTOL
company went IPO through SPAC in August 2021. Joby’s
pre-IPO valuation was 6.6 billion USD making it the most
valued eVTOL and electric aircraft company. Joby raised
about 1.1 billion USD through IPO and now have about
1.6 billion USD cash in hand making it the most funded
eVTOL company as of today.
As of today other eVTOL companies which have announced IPO plan include Archer (valued at 1.7 billion USD), Lilium (valued at 3.3 billion USD), Vertical
Aerospace(valued at 2.2 billion USD) and Eve (a spinoff
of Embraer). Volocopter is also widely expected to go
IPO in short term.

Ehang’slatest
VT30 two-seat
eVTOL also utilizes
separateelectric
propulsions for lift
and cruise.
2 / 2021
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The latest vertical mobility research study by Porsche Consulting indicates that for over 200 eVTOL designs
40 % are multicopters, 38 % are tilt-rotor/wing, and 22 % are hybrid with wings.

Joby’s founder and CEO Joe Ben Bevirt (the third
from the right in the front row) rang the opening bell
for NYSE trading with his team and guests as a tradition for IPO company on the day of Joby’s IPO.

All in all,going to IPO through SPAC is a double-edged
sword. It is a very desirable way to raise fund for startups while the risk for their stock investors is much higher at the same time. A highly speculative stock price of a
company going to IPO through SPAC may also back fire
on the company itself down the road. An aviation product has never attracted this much of attention from the
capital market before in aviation history. It is very exciting and important to raise a lot of capital for an aircraft
company, just use the money wisely. After all an aircraft
company would be judged by its product in the end, not
its stock price.

After over 10-year
product development Joby Aviation
went IPO at NYSE in
August 2021 with the
highest pre-IPO valuation of 6.6 billion
USD for an eVTOL
and electric aviation
company as of today. Joby displayed
its S-4 eVTOL prototype outside of NYSE
building on the day
of IPO.
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MANY PRE-ORDERS
If an eVTOL model is still many years away from being
certified and mass produced and delivered, what can
show the market and investors its prospect? Apart from
the narratives in PowerPoint slides, a relatively more solid answer may be pre-order. There have been several pre-order for eVTOL in large number from high-profile customers recently. Vertical Aerospace announced a
total of 1000 VA-X4 five-seat eVTOL pre-order worth of
1 billion USD from American Airline, Virgin Atlantic and
Avolon (the second largest commercial airplane leasing
company in the world). Lilium received up to 220 pre-order from the Brazilian Azul airline. Eve will deliver 200 eVTOL to the British helicopter operator Halo, and 60 to the
urban air mobility operator Blade which newly went IPO
through SPAC. Blade also placed 30 pre-order to Wisk
(an eVTOL joint venture between Kitty Hawk and Boeing)
and 20 pre-order to Beta.
It is noteworthy that some leading eVTOL companies
such as Joby and Volocopter are missing in the pre-order
news. The reason is not because potential customers do
not like their eVTOL, but because they prefer to operating
the fleet by themselves at least according to their current
work plan. It is reasonable to assume if they open their
order book for third-party operators, their eVTOL product
would be as popular as others in the pre-order market.
In general,the pre-order is a good indicator of the interests in the product in the market and the confidence
in the product prospective when there are no tangible
products yet. Meanwhile the pre-order may not be binding commitment to pay the full amount at the delivery. In
practice many pre-order only requires a small amount of
down payment or commitment fee and there is a high
uncertainty of the full payment in the future. Though
none of those eVTOL pre-order disclose the details of
the deal, it is reasonable to assume that the normal business practice would be applicable to these pre-order too.
In addition,even if all those pre-orders are materialized,
much more orders would still be needed to reach the
market tipping point in terms of thousands if not tens of
thousands eVTOL expected in the market forecast by numerous research reports. Nevertheless,pre-order is an
important step tone in new product development. The
closer to certification eVTOL companies get, the more realistic pre-order will become.

WINGED DESIGN IS THE TREND
There are basically three configurations of eVTOL: multicopter, hybrid with dedicated propulsion for lift and
cruise, and tilt-rotor/wing. Each configuration has its pros
2 / 2021

Embraer spin off its urban air mobility subsidiary “Eve” to be an
independentcorporate in order to pursue an IPO. Eve’s X-2 eVTOL
uses hybrid configurationand has signed up 260 pre-orders so far.
Image credit: Eve Urban Air Mobility

and cons. The latter two both have wings to generate lift
for cruise, i.e. longer flight distance while the multicopter
is technically the simplest, i.e. relatively lower overall cost
and quicker to get certified. While which configuration to
choose highly depends on the use case, mission profile
and the market strategy and technological readiness of
the eVTOL company, there has been an indicative trend
of more eVTOL designs with wings of both hybrid and tiltrotor configurations, which means that the requirement
for flight distance and duration are preferred for simpler
structure and certification requirement.
A clear and affirmative evidence is that all leading eVTOL
contenders now have winged designs including those
pioneers beginning with multicopter designs such as
Ehang and Volocopter. Ehang unveiled the new two-seat
design with hybrid configuration. Volocopter’s new three/
four-seat design is also hybrid configuration using ducted fan for cruise propulsion. Joby, Archer and Vertical
Aerospace all choose tilt-rotor configuration. A quantitative evidence is that according to the latest vertical mobility research study published by Porsche Consulting out
of over 200 current eVTOL designs 40 % are multicopters, 38 % are tilt-rotor/wing, and 22 % are hybrid with
wings. Among the 40 % multicopters 18 % are singleseat hoverbike which means for eVTOL with more than
a two-seat winged design is the most favorable choice.
Since economic studies of advanced air mobility from
different sources all agree that eVTOL carrying more
than two passengers have the best chance of making
economic sense, winged eVTOL designs which can carry larger payload at higher speed over longer distances
will most likely become the dominate configuration down
the road. 4
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CHINESE EVTOL STARTUPS

High Tide
There are more eVTOL companies
than Ehang, the first eVTOLcompany going to have an IPO, in China. Venture Capitals in China are
chasing opportunities in eVTOL

arena like in many other countries.
Recently several Chinese eVTOL
startups unveiled themselves after
successfully securing the seed investment.

TCab E20: The newly founded eVTOL startup TCabunveiled a design concept of their E20 eVTOL,which will be fiveseat and have 6 rotors of which 4 can be tilt for lift.

T

The following are the major Chinese eVTOL startups
worth attention. Please note that the companies listed here are all developing passenger-carrying eVTOL
models with the intention to be certified and mass produced. Small and medium weighted eVTOL drones as
well as several large-size eVTOL projectsfor research
purpose are not included.

TCAB
The company’s name is inspired by thecombination of
“time” and “cab”which clearly indicate the mission of
the company’s eVTOL product: to save people’s travelling time. The company was founded in Shanghai in
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2020 by a number of veterans from the traditional aviation industry and eVTOL fields. The founder and CEO
Hwang Yongwei once presided over the manned eVTOL
project of Terrafugia Aircraft Company a subsidiary of
Geely Group. Previously he has held positions in airworthiness and engineering at Airbus China. Co-founder and
CMO Jiang Jun served as the senior vice president at
Autoflight, and was deeply involved in the product planning and market development at Autoflight. Before that
he has worked at a publicly listed company in AI and autonomous driving field. After obtaining a seed investment
worth of several millions of USD, the company is developing a tilt-rotor five-seat pure electric eVTOL prototype
and plan to fly a sub-scale model within this year.
2 / 2021
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Xpeng X2: The first two-seat eVTOL
design of XpengHuitian.

Xpeng T1: the first generation of
XpengHuitian eVTOL. It has a single
seat and multicopter configuration
with rotors on the top.

XPENGHUITIAN
This company drew a lot of attention from the media
when Xpeng Motors and the founder of Xpeng Motors
himself announced to make investment in thepredecessor company Huitian to have controlling stake and thus
to addXpeng’s name to the company. The reason for the
media attention is obvious: Xpeng Motors is one of the
largest and most promising electric car company in China. Xpeng Motors is listed at NASDAQ and has a market cap of about 35 billions USD. Therefore the acquisition of a small eVTOL startup by Xpeng Motor is a clear
indicator of the strong momentum of eVTOL in overall
mobility industry. Though it is hard to tell at this moment
if Xpeng Motor’s ambition for vertical mobility is realor
if it just wants to ride the tide of eVTOLinvestment hype
and to follow suite of other automobile companies such
as:Mercedes, Toyota, and, Porsche. Undoubtedly the acquisition of Xpeng Motor brings not only the capital, but
also the expertise in electrical product development, autonomous software, and mass production. Huitian, the
company acquired by Xpeng Motor in this deal, was
founded in Guangdong province in 2016 to develop a
single-seat multicoptereVTOL. The founder Mr.Zhao Deli
developed a prototype and was successfully test flown in
2018. Since then he has made numerous flights in public and upgraded it several times until the acquisition by
Xpeng Motor. As of today,XpengHuitian has developed,
produced, and test flown three generations of eVTOLs.
The first two models are single-seat multicopter and the
third model is two-seat multicopter. The company is developing a larger model with different configuration.
2 / 2021

Xpeng X1: The second generation of XpengHuitian single seat eVTOL.
The location of rotors changes to the lower position similar to Ehang
216.

Xpeng X2: The two-seat eVTOL design of XpengHuitian has full
automatic flight control system which means that thetwo passengers
do not have direct control of the flight control mechanism (no control
yoke/stick in cockpit).
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AUTOFLIGHT

Autoflight V400: In September 2020 Autoflight unveiled an eVTOL called V400 for cargo delivery with up to a 100kg payload.
V400 has been conducting test flights consistently ever since
and has applied for UAV certification to the Chinese regulator
CAAC.

Autoflight V1000: In September 2020,Autoflight displayed a
mock-up of V1000 eVTOL for cargo delivery with up to a 400kg
payload. This designwill be the basis for Autoflight’s next generation passenger-carrying eVTOL.
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Solar explains: “We looked at all options. Finally we Actually it might be an understatement to include this company as a startup. Autoflight has quite a long list of electric aircraft projects under its belt and indeed should be
qualified as one of the pioneers in electric aviation. The
founder of the company, Mr.Tian Yu, is a well known veteran in electric aviation who began designing and producing electric airplanes over ten years ago including
the E430 two-seat ultralight which obtained the approval
from the DULV in 2018 and won him the Lindbergh Foundation’s LEAP award for electric aviation. All his previous
electric aircraft are fixed wing designs however. Though
Tian is the founder of YUNEEC consumer multicopter
drone company, which used to be a strong competitor
of DJI, the small consumer eVTOL is still a far cry from
heavy load eVTOL. Tian founded Autoflight in Shanghai
in 2019 to work on heavy load eVTOL for logistics and
ultimately for carrying passenger. Autoflight unveiled a
two-seat eVTOL prototype called V600 with separatelift
and cruise motors for static display at E-Flight-Expo of
AERO Friedrichshafen in Germany in 2019. Since then,
the company has been developing and test flying several smaller prototypes and gradually increasingthe size.
The company unveiled an eVTOL for logistics delivery
with 100kg payload capacity in 2020 and is currently developing a much larger prototype.

Autoflight V600: Autoflight displayed a two-seat eVTOL
prototype called V600 with separate lift and cruise motors at E-Flight-Expo of AERO Friedrichshafen in Germany in 2019.
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After the acquisition by Geely, Terrafugia’s design team in China unveiled the TF-2A two-seat eVTOL design with
hybrid configurationin 2019 and test flew a sub-scale model soon afterwards. There has been a consolidation of
Geely’s aviation department and the fate of TF-2A remains to be seen.

VOLANT AEROTECH
The company was founded in Shanghai in 2021 by a
group of aviation veteransfrom COMAC (the Chinese
equivalent of Boeing and Airbus)as well as the Chinese
subsidiaries of Airbus, GE, Honeywell and Collins. The
company hassecured a seed fund worth of several millions USD.The company revealed very little about their
eVTOL design except an obscureimage of the design
concept. The company intend to test fly a sub-scale prototype by the end of this year.

TERRAFUGIA
When Geely Group, one of the largest private automobile
company in China and the owner of Volvo, Lotus and the
iconic London Taxi black cab, acquired the Terrafugia flying car company in November 2017, it was a big news

Ehang VT30: VT30 is Ehang’s first winged eVTOL
design. It has single seat, full automatic flight control
(no control yoke/stick in the cockpit) and hybrid
configuration with separate propulsions for lift and
cruise.
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in both aviation and automobile industries. That was the
first major deal in aviation done by a Chinese automobile
company. At the acquisitionTerrafugiaonly designed and
produced the prototype of TF-1 flying car which is by literate means a real flying car that can be both flown in the
air and driven on the road. Soon afterwards Terrafugia released adramatic eVTOL design called TF-X with folding
wings and roadable feature. In 201,9 Terrafugia’sdesign
team in China unveiled a new two-seat eVTOL design
with hybrid configuration called TF-2A and test flew a
sub-scale model. Since then,Geely have acquired an industrial drone company in China. It appears that Geely
have consolidated its aviation department to focus more
on the smaller industrial-level drone product line rather
than the passenger-carrying eVTOL design. 4

Ehang 216: The well-known 216 is an upgrade version
of Ehang’s first passenger-carrying eVTOL design
called“184” which has very similar appearance and
configuration. Ehang 216 has two seats, full automatic
flight control (no control yoke/stick in the cockpit), and
has been flying with passengers with the trial operation
permit from the Chinese civil aviation regulator CAAC.
2 / 2021

Z-park Sky Innovation
General Aviation Alliance
THE ALLIANCE CONNECTING
CHINA TO
THE WORLD

Z-Park Sky Innovations General Aviation Industrial Alliance is a nonprofit, non-government
organization co-founded by numerous corporations and organizations representing the broad
GA ecosystem in China including leading operators, research institutions as well as institutional investors. The Alliance is headquartered
in Zhongguancun Science Park (known as “ZPark), an area on the north side of Beijing known
as “China’s Silicon Valley”.
Since the foundation, the Alliance has been
active in membership services, coordination
between commercial sector and relevant government agencies, and global cooperation,
including setting up the Alliance booth at EAA
Airventure for several consecutive years, hosting the first “China General Aviation Forum in
Beijing”, the 2017 China International General
Aviation Innovation and Startup Competition,
and planning and organizing the National Flying

Car Design Competition together with Qinghua
University. In 2017+ 2018 cohosted the e-flightfoum China together with Flying pages from Germany with Visitors and leading speakers from all
over the world.
The Alliance is aggressively promoting the general aviation development in China through the
integration of the industry and finance, aligning
the unique strengths and values of individual
members. The Alliance is also committed to support technological innovation and crossover dej g ass well
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ELECTRIC WING-IN-GROUND EFFECT VEHICLE

A New Type of
Electric Mobility

As a wing-in-ground effect vehicle “Seaglider” will fly just a few meters above the water.

Electric mobility is evolving in three dimensions: on the road, in the air
and at the sea. There have been electric powered ferry boat in services in
many parts of the world, but now a new type of electric vehicle startups
sees a market opportunity for electric maritime vehicle which can travel
faster than an electric powered ferry boat and further than an electric airplane for coastal area transportation. There are currently two startups designing such wing-in-ground effect (WIG) electric vehicles.
REGENT CRAFT INC.

T

This is a Boston-based startup, is developing a wingin-ground effect electric vehicle called “Seaglider” The
startup hopes to deliver “Seaglider” by 2025. “Seaglider” will carry 12 passengers and the next design will carry at least 50 passengers. With existing battery technology, both variants will have a 290 km range and 290 km/h
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top speed. The company claims that the vehicles will be
as safe as aircraft and have better wave and wind tolerance than existing seaplanes and WIGs. The company
believes that Seagliders are half the cost of aircraft and
6 times faster than ferries, with less noise and zero emissions.
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“Seaglider” will carry 12 passengers and have a 290 km range and 290 km/h top speed.
WIG are aircraft designed to fly so low (within one wingspan of the water’s surface) that they ride on an air pressure cushion between the wing and the surface, giving
them extra lift and radically boosting their efficiency. They
can’t – or at least, don’t – fly outside the ground effect,
enabling them to be certified and registered as boats in
certain areas.
Seaglider is projected to operate under Coast Guard jurisdiction of the US. The company is working on the de-

sign basis agreement with the Coast Guard and communicate with FAA (Emerging Concepts & Innovation
group) as well. Over time, a collaborative approach between aviation and maritime authorities is key to deploy
seagliders at scale.
REGENT closed our $9M seed round led by Founders
Fund and Caffeinated Capital (lead investor of Boom
Supersonic) and also had significant participation from
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A smaller WIG model of RDC is designed with two or three seats mainly for recreational use
Dallas Mavericks owner and technology investor Mark
Cuban, Y Combinator, Thiel Capital, Relativity Space
founder Jordan Noone, and Fitbit founder James Park.
In the first quarter of 2021, REGENT received $465M in
provisional orders from airlines and ferry companies. The
company have been flight testing the maritime detectand-avoid solution, and are on pace for the first flight of
the 1/4 scale prototype by Q4 of this year.

RDC AQUALINES
This is French startup based in Bayonne, France with offices in Singapore and Russia. The company is developing two wing-in-ground effect vehicles. A smaller model

is designed with two or three seats with a total weight of
1.2 tons, a cruising speed of 90 km/h, a maximum speed
of 110 km/h, a range of 40 kilometers, a maximum duration of 8 hours, and a wave resistance of 0.3 meters.
It intends to use one 42kw EMRAX 228 electric motor.
The larger model (12 passengers + 2 pilots) has a cruising speed of 200 km/h, a range of 500 kilometers, a total
weight of 10 tons, and a maximum wave resistance of 2
meters under maximum weight condition.
The company has a unique maritime and aviation industry background. The engineering team is mainly from
Russia which might be the most experienced country in
WIG development, production and operation. 4

The larger WIG model of RDC is intended to
have 14 seats, has a cruising speed of 200
km/h, a range of 500 kilometers, a total weight
of 10 tons for transportation market.
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